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TESLA NOW ACCEPTING BITCOIN AS
PAYMENT, VOWS TO RETAIN COINS
by Peter Chawaga, writing for Bitcoin Magazine
After announcing plans to accept Bitcoin as a payment method for its electric
vehicles through a US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filing in
February, Tesla has now officially added the payment method to its website.
Publicizing the addition, CEO Elon Musk tweeted that the company was accepting
Bitcoin and further clarified that Tesla is operating its own Bitcoin nodes and that it
would retain any Bitcoin it received, as opposed to selling it for fiat currency.

GOLDMAN SACHS APPLIES FOR
BTC-RELATED INVESTMENT PRODUCT
by Mathew Di Salvo, writing for Decrypt
Goldman Sachs, one of the world’s biggest banks, has filed an application to the
US Securities and Exchange Commission for an investment product that could
expose clients—indirectly—to Bitcoin. The SEC filing, which details a “linked

BITCOIN MINING
STOCKS HAVE
OUTPERFORMED
BTC BY 455%
OVER THE PAST
12 MONTHS

note” (an income-producing product tied to a security or basket or securities, like

by Samuel Haig, writing for

an ETF), says that investors could be exposed to “disruptive innovation.”

Cointelegraph

BITCOIN MINING PUTS PRESSURE
ON STRUGGLING CHIP INDUSTRY
by Andrew Asmakov, writing for Decrypt

While Bitcoin is up 900%
in the last 12 months,
shares in the four largest
publicly traded mining
firms – Marathon Digital
Holdings, Riot Blockchain,
Hive Blockchain and Hut 8

A global shortage of semiconductors is being exacerbated by growing demand

— each of which

from cryptocurrency miners. The added demand from crypto miners is piling

represents a market

pressure on a chip industry that's dealing with multiple crises, "from supply
constraints to a structural shortage of high-end chips,” CW Chung, head of
research at Nomura in Seoul, told the Financial Times.

capitalization of more than
$1 billion, are up 5,000%
over the same period.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
This week in the Unchained
podcast, Ric Edelman,
founder of Edelman Financial
Engines, and Matthew
Kolesky, president at Arbor

CHINA SUGGESTS PRINCIPLES FOR CROSS
BORDER CBDC TO ‘AVOID DOLLARIZATION’
by Ledger Insights
Mu Changchun, Director of the Digital Currency Research Institute of China’s
central bank, has outlined some ground rules China is keen to establish around

Capital, discuss the state of

cross border payments involving central bank digital currencies (CBDC). He

Bitcoin adoption among

was earlier this week at a Bank for International Settlements (BIS) event.

financial advisors
Listen to the episode here.

DEUTSCHE BANK: BITCOIN NOW 3RD LARGEST
CURRENCY, TOO IMPORTANT TO IGNORE
by Kevin Helms, writting for Bitcoin.com
Deutsche Bank has published a report stating that Bitcoin is too important to
ignore, noting that it is now the third-largest currency in terms of the total
value in circulation. In addition, the bank says that governments and central
banks know that cryptocurrencies are here to stay and are expected to start
regulating the industry this year.

TACO BELL TO
CHARMIN: 10 BIG
BRANDS JUMPING
ON THE NFT
BANDWAGON
by Adriana Hamacher,
writing for Decrypt

In recent days, brands

GREENIDGE TO BE FIRST PUBLIC BITCOIN
MINING FIRM WITH ITS OWN POWER PLANT
by Scott Chipolina, writting for Decrypt
Greenidge Generation Holdings (Greenidge) is expecting to be the first
publicly traded Bitcoin mining company with a wholly-owned power plant.
Greenidge is a holding company that includes Greenidge Generation LLC, a
mining and power generation facility in Upstate New York. The company
expects to be listed on Nasdaq, through a merger with Support.com, subject to
certain conditions including Support.com shareholder approval.

have leapt aboard the
multi-million dollar NFT
bandwagon, with
companies ranging from
Taco Bell to Charmin
minting their own nonfungible tokens.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

FIDELITY WANTS TO LAUNCH
ITS OWN BITCOIN ETF
by Will Gottsegen, writting for Decrypt
Fidelity, one of the largest financial institutions in the world, is seeking approval from
the US Securities and Exchange Commission to launch a Bitcoin ETF, according to a
new filing with the SEC. The exchange-traded fund, which would allow retail investors
to bet on the price of Bitcoin without the need to buy and store the cryptocurrency
themselves, would be registered as the Wise Origin Bitcoin Trust.

